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ABSTRACT
The TAYRA code was developed for calculating the efficiency organic 
scintillators for neutrons in the energy range 0.08 to 15 MeV. The algo­
rithm uses the Monte Carlo method and considers, for the simulation, elastic 
scattering on hydrogen and carbon, inelastic scattering on carbon, and the 
reactions: 12c(n,n' ) 12C* 3a and l2C(n,a) 9Be .
The code is written in FORTRAN IV for an ES 1040 computer. The results 
obtained using TAYRA are compared with experimental and calculated efficiency 
data.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Программа ТАУРА разработана для определения эффективности органиче­
ских нейтронных детекторов в диапазоне 0.08-15 Мэв. В программе использовался 
метод Монте-Карло. В испытании учитываются упругие и неупругие рассеяния 
на Н и С и тоже реакция 12с(п,п» c*-»-3d и 12с (п, а) Ве^.
Программа написана на языке ФОРТРАН-IV, а использована на машине 
ЕС-1040. Результаты полученные программой ТАУРА были сопоставлены с экспе­
риментальными и расчетными данными других авторов.
KI VONAT
A TAYRA nevű számítógépi program szerves szcintillátorok hatásfokát 
számitja, E = 0.08 — 15 MeV energiájú neutronok esetében. A program a Monte 
Carlo módszert használja fel a neutronok hidrogénen és szénen történő rugal­
mas, ill. rugalmatlan szórásának és a 12C(n,n' ) 1<гС# 3a és a ^2C(n,a)yBe 
reakcióknak a szimulálására.
A program nyelve FORTRAN IV, ES 1040 tipusu számitógépre alkalmazva.
A program által számított hatásfok értékeket kísérleti eredményekkel 
hasonlítottuk össze.
INTRODUCTION
Organic scintillators have many applications in experimental 
cross section and nuclear reaction studies. Precise knowledge of 
the efficiencies of these scintillators is necessary in order to 
obtain the minimum possible errors in the final results.
The efficiency value is, at present, obtained in two ways: 
experimental and calculated.
The experimental way frequently uses the time-of-flight 
technique; the calculated way offers two possibilities, the em­
ployment of semi-empirical formulae and the Monte Carlo method. 
Inherent in the first possibility is the problem that the re­
quired correction factors are approximations and they are valid 
only in certain energy ranges. This means that larger errors a- 
rise than those desirable for accurate calculations of the effi­
ciency .
The Monte Carlo method, which has been widely employed for 
this purpose, is the best way to calculate the efficiency value. 
It is based on the simulation of the physical events which take 
place inside the scintillator because of an incident neutron.
In order to improve the physical model, TAYRA code employs 
the cross sections obtained in small energy intervals. From 0.1 
to 15 MeV a constant energy interval of 0.1 MeV was selected, 
and from 10 to 90 keV a constant interval of 10 keV was taken.
The lower energy range permits one to extend the efficiency 
calculation to a zone where the neutron detection has become 
feasible by fast plastic scintillators because of the develop­
ment of low noise fast photomultipliers. 2
2. NEUTRON HISTORY ANALYSIS
TAYRA can calculate the efficiency for two geometrical ar­
rangements for cylindrical scintillators: for a parallel beam of
2monoenergetic neutrons incident on the lateral surface of the 
scintillator, and for a beam of neutrons incident on the circu­
lar flat surface of the cylinder (Fig.l).
In order to begin the neutron history, it is necessary to 
determine the starting coordinates (x,y,z). In the case of per­
pendicular incidence to the cylinder axis these are:
x = Av/ 1 - Rl2 ,
<II HI , (1)
z = В R2 ,
where A is the scintillator radius, В is the half-height and 
Rl and R2 are two random numbers obtained from a uniform distri­
bution between 0 and 1.
The starting coordinates are points on the scintillator 
surface. In this case the direction cosines of the initial in­
cidence direction are: cosa = -1, cosß = О, and cosy = 0.
With parallel incidence to the cylinder axis, the (x,y) co­
ordinates are calculated in the same way and the z coordinate is:
V
z = В (2)
and the direction cosines are: cosa = 0, cosß = О and cosy = -1.
In order to determine the next neutron coordinates, it is 
necessary to know the neutron free path in the scintillator, 
which is obtained by:;
1 ( E )  =  ---------i -------- , ( 3 )
£T(E)
where ET(E) is the total macroscopic cross section. With this 
value it is possible to determine the neutron path length,
P(E), by:
P(E) = -1(E) ln R3, (4)
where R3 is another random number from the same distribution 
between 0 and 1. This value, p(E), permits one to decide whet- 
er the neutron escapes from the scintillator or, alternatively 
one can determine the new coordinates which correspond to the 
point where the first interaction takes place.
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Since the scintillator can be considered as a mixture of 
hydrogen and carbon atoms, the most probable interactions of fast 
neutrons with these nuclei to be taken into account in the energy 
range 0.02 to 15 MeV, are:
a. Elastic scattering on hydrogen nuclei,
b. Elastic scattering on carbon nuclei,
c. Inelastic scattering on carbon nuclei,
d. The reaction n,n' C* •+ 3a,
12 9e. The reaction C(n,a)Be .
The cross section values were obtained from reference [1].
2.1 Elastic scattering on hydrogen nuclei
Elastic scattering on hydrogen nuclei is the most probable 
interaction below 10 MeV. From this collision are obtained a 
scattered neutron and a recoil proton, and their energies after 
the scattering are:
EP = 1 Eo(1 “ COSK)
(5)
E = — E (1 + c o s k )  n 2 о
where Eq is the incident neutron energy and к is the scattering 
angle in the centre of mass system, where the elastic scattering 
is isotropic [2].
The magnitude of the light output produced by the recoil 
proton is one of the most problematic aspects of the physical 
model. In order to improve this aspect, light output values re­
cently obtained or confirmed, have been employed. Tabulated val­
ues obtained from [3] have been used in the energy range 20 to 
200 keV, and the following semi-empirical formula given in [4] 
is employed in the range 0.2 to 15 MeV:
LP = al t1 “ exP <” a2Ep3)] + a4Ep' (6)
where a^, a2, a3 and a^ are parameters which depend on the
4scintillator type. This physical event is considered in the 
TAYRA code in the subroutine HYDR.
2.2 Elastic scattering on carbon nuclei
The result of this collision is a recoil carbon nucleus 
and a scattered neutron with energies:
E = 0.142 E (1 - c o s k ) , с о (7)
(8)
In the scintillator the carbon nucleus produces a light 
output whose magnitude is calculated, as is shown in [5], by:
L = 0.01 E (9)c c
The anisotropy of this event in the centre of mass system 
is taken into account. The angular distribution values were 
taken from [1]. The probabilities of the different directions 
are calculated from these angular distributions. This event is 
simulated in the TAYRA code in the subroutine ELAC.
2.3 Inelastic scattering on carbon nuclei
This interaction produces a gamma ray of 4.43 MeV and an 
outgoing neutron, and it becomes important for incident neutrons 
of low energies. The light output produced by the gamma ray is 
not taken into account because the detection efficiency is poor 
for its energy, for details see ref. [5].
The main effect of this interaction is to decrease the neu­
tron energy in 4.43 MeV without changing its direction.
52.4 The reaction 12C(n,n')C* 3d
This reaction begins to be important above 11 MeV and re­
mains with low probability at 14 MeV. Nevertheless, it gives 
three alpha particles with energies, in the laboratory system, in 
the range 1 to 3 MeV; each alpha particle produces a light out­
put of approximately 100 keV in electron equivalent energy.
In the TAYRA code, when this event takes place, the pro­
duced neutron is detected if the selected threshold is lower 
than 3 MeV.
2.5 The reaction ^2C(n,ot)Be9
In this reaction an alpha particle and a beryllium nucleus 
are produced, whose energies are:
E a  =  ( E n  — Q ) ( B  +  D +  2 /  A C c o s k )  
Ed = (E - Q) (A + C - 2\/ A C c o s k )  ,
D C  Г1
(10)
where A,B,C and D are coefficients which depend on the mass 
of the nuclei and particles that take part in the reaction, and 
they also depend on the neutron energy, E, and the Q-value of 
the reaction, (-5.71 MeV). These coefficients are given in 
ref.[6]. 9The light output produced by the Be nucleus can also be 
obtained using the formula (9). The light output of the alpha 
particle can be determined by the following formula used in 
ref.[2]:
L = 0.046 E + 0.007 E2 (11)
a  a  a
The anisotropy in the centre of mass system is also con­
sidered in this event; a constant angular distribution, meas­
ured and fitted in ref. [7], was used for the whole energy 
range. These calculations are taken into account in the TAYRA 
code in the subroutine ZvLPHAN.
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The event which takes place is determined thereby generating 
a random number. This number is then compared with the occurrence 
probability of each event. The probabilities are previously as­
signed taking into account the cross sections.
The new direction of the scattered neutron, after each in­
teraction, is calculated to enable the new coordinates to be lo­
cated .
When the interaction is considered isotropic in the centre 
of mass system, the cosine of polar scattering angle of the out­
going particle, c o s k , and the azimuthal angle # can be randomly 
generated, c o s k  is generated from a uniform distribution between 
-1 and +1 by:
c o s k  = 2 R5 — 1, (12)
where R5 is a random number between О and 1. The cosine of ф 
only takes values between 0 and 1.
If the interaction is considered anisotropic, c o s k  is taken 
from the correspondent angular distribution.
The scattering angle in the laboratory system, 0, is calcu­
lated by the following formulae:
— —
cos0 = (1 + m2cosK)/vl + 2 m^cosK + m2 , (13)
sin0 = m2sinK/V 1 + m2cosK + m2 ,
where m2 is the mass of the scatterer nucleus.
The direction cosines after the scattering are, as is 
shown in ref. [8]:
2 1/2cosa'= cosotcosö + (cosycosasin0cos0 - cosß)sin0sin$/(1-cos y ) ' ,
2 1/2cosß'= cos6cos0 + (cosYcosßsin0cos$ + cosasin0sin0)/(1-cos y ) »
2 1/2c o s y '= COSYCOS0 — (1 — cos y ) sin0cos<^, (14)
2except when (1-cos y) approaches zero, in which case the 
following equations are used:
cosa' = sin0 cosф 
cosß' = sin0 sin# 
cosy' = cosy cos#
(15)
7These equations are employed in the subroutine COSINE.
The history is interrupted when the neutron escapes from 
the scintillator or its energy is diminished below the selected 
cut-off (20 keV), then the neutron is absorbed by the scintil­
lator. When a light pulse or a sequence of pulses, whose total 
magnitude is greater than the light threshold, is produced, the 
history of the neutron is also interrupted.
Finally the efficiency value is obtained from the ratio of 
the detected neutrons to the number of histories followed, and 
the relative and absolute errors are also calculated by the 
TAYRA code.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Monte Carlo program was employed to calculate efficien­
cy values of different organic scintillators. The results were 
compared with some available experimental data from refs.[9] and 
[10]; the agreement between experimental and Monte Carlo values 
was found to be reasonable as is shown in Tab• 1. and Fig. 2.
The experimental data taken from ref.[9] were also compared 
with the Monte Carlo predictions of [5] and it was found that the 
TAYRA code gives also good agreement with these measurements.
In general, one can observe that the disagreement between 
the measured and the calculated efficiencies is around 10% over­
all, and this seems to be produced because of the uncertainties
in the inelastic n-C cross sections [11], and in the light out-
12 9put values of the a particles and the C and Be nuclei. Fur­
thermore, the Monte Carlo calculations have not taken into ac­
count the light attenuation effects inside the scintillator and 
in the optical coupling.
It was obviously important to be extremely careful in the 
simulation of each experimental condition of the measurements, 
especially in the selection of the light threshold.
The results of TAYRA were also compared with some efficien­
cy values obtained by other Monte Carlo calculations, from refs. 
[3], [6] and [12]. The comparison with the predictions of [3]
8was possible because of the use of a small energy interval,
20 keV. in the range 20 to 200 keV, and also because the cut-off 
energy was lowered, (Fig.3a).
In this way the TAYRA code can calculate the efficiency 
values in the energy range from 80 to 500 keV, which is very im­
portant nowadays because the development of low noise photo­
multiplier tubes and organic scintillators with large light out­
put has permitted the use of these neutron detectors in this 
range.
The results given in [3] were obtained using a modified ver­
sion of the 05S code developed by Textor and Verbinski, ref.[6]. 
The results from TAYRA were also compared with the predictions of 
the 05S code, as is shown in Tab.2 and Fig. 3b.
The very small discrepancies between the TAYRA results and 
the other predictions seem to be because of the employment of 
different cross section values for the n-C interactions and also 
because of the introduction in the TAYRA code of a semiempirical 
formula for the light output of the recoil proton, formula (6) 
given in ref. [4]. This formula gives good agreement with the ex­
perimental data of other authors.
Finally, Fig.4. shows the efficiency curve for an NE-102 A 
scintillator obtained using an interval of 0.5 MeV in the energy 
range 1 to 15 MeV. These results were fitted by:
Ep = (i - T/En)(Ao + AlEn + A2e 2 + A3E^ + A„E* ) (16)
where E„ is the efficiency, T is the threshold in protonГ
energy and the values of the parameters were: Aq = 73.38,
A1 = -20.75, A2 = 3.32, A3 = -0.24 and A4 = 0.64.
The execution time for a run was approximately 30 sec for 
10 000 histories and the relative error was less than 3% in 
all the runs.
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1. Main program: TAYRA
2. Subroutines:
a. CARG. Provides the cross sections for the considered events 
and also the necessary angular distributions and the tabu­
lated data of light output in the energetic range from 20 
to 200 keV. This subroutine also stores the scintillator 
data.
b. PRÓBA(E). Chooses the probabilities for the neutron energy 
and these are stored in the blank COMMON.
c. COSENO(SITA,ALF,BET,GAM). Computes the centre of mass co­
sines of the polar scattering direction in both cases: iso­
tropic and anisotropic scattering,and uses them to calcu­
late the new direction cosines in the laboratory system.
d. HYDR(ENE,SITA,P). Computes the energies of the scattered 
neutron and the recoil proton when elastic scattering on 
hydrogen takes place, and also computes the light output 
due to the recoil proton.
e. ELAC(ENE,SITA,P). Computes the same as HYDR in the case of 
elastic scattering on carbon.
f. ALPHAN(P). Calculates the energies and the light output of
the alpha particle and the beryllium nucleus when the re- 
12 9action C(n,a)Be takes place.
3. FORTRAN functions:
a. RANDOM(KS). Computes random numbers uniformly distributed 
between О and 1, using any odd number as input parameter.
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b. SEGN(X). Attributes values +1 or -1 if the argument X is 
negative or positive.
c. ALAMDA(ENE). Computes the mean free path of the neutron 
depending on its energy ENE.
4. INPUT DATA i
a. CARD SET 1, one card, OL(lO)
FORMAT(10F7.0)
OL(I): light output in the energetic range from 20 to 
200 Kev with 20 Kev as step.
b. CARD SET 2, two cards, SEM(8,2)
FORMAT(8F10.0)
SEM(J,I): cross sections in the energetic range from 20 
to 90 Kev with 10 Kev as step, J is the index for the 
energy and I is for the interaction channels in this 
energetic range (elastic scattering on hydrogen and carbon).
c. CARD SET 3, 75 cards, SE (150,5)
FORMAT(10F8.0)
SE(J,I): cross sections in the energetic range from 100 
Kev to 15 Mev with 0.1 Mev as interval, J is the index for 
the energy and I is for the interaction channels.
d. CARD SET 4, 3 cards, PE(42)
FORMAT(16F5.0)
PE(I)i energetic groups for the angular distributions of 
the elastic scattering on carbon.
e. CARD SET 5, 126 cards, AD(21,42)
FORMAT(7F10.0)
AD(J,I): angular distributions of the elastic scattering 
on carbon, J is the index for the energy and I for the 
value of the cosine of the scattering angle in the centre 
of mass system.
f. CARD SET 6, 3 cards, ADA(21)
FORMAT(7FlO.0)
ADA(I): angular distributions for 14 Mev of the reaction 
12 9C(n,a)Be which is taken to remain the same in the whole
energy range.
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g. CARD SET 7, one card, HN,RHC,A,C,G 
FORMAT(5F10.0)
HN: number of hydrogen atoms/cm-barn,
RHC: hydrogen/carbon ratio,
A: scintillator radius,
B: scintillator half height,
Gs geometry code, G=1 if the neutron incidence is perpen­
dicular to the cylinder axis and G=2 if the neutron in 
cidence is parallel to this one.
CARD SET 8, one card, RN 
FORMAT(FlO.O)
RN: number of neutron histories.
i. CARD SET 9, one card, EMI,UMBRAE 
FORMAT(2FlO.0)
EMI: cut off energy,
UMBRAE: energetic threshold.
j. CARD SET 10, as many cards as you need, El 
FORMAT(FlO.0)
El: initial neutron energy, if it is necessary to consi­
der more than one energetic threshold one must put a last 
card of the set 10 with EI=0, and after a card of the set 
9 and so on. If one needs to finish the sequence it is 
necessary to put a last card of the set 10 with El = -1.
NOTE: When using the TAYRA code to calculate different efficien 
cies for different experimental arrangements, the only 
change is to alter card sets 7,8,9 and 10.
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Table 1.
Comparison of calculated and experimental efficiency values for a 
bias threshold — 180 keV p.e.q. for two NE-213 scintillators and 
neutron incidence parallel to the cylinder axis.
Scintillator Neutron TAYRA Experimental Calculated
dimensions energy code Ref Л 9 ] Ref .[5]
cm MeV % % %
12 x 2.61 2.7 16.97 + 0.20 17.22 + 0.11 —
14.5 10.06 + 0.16 10.62 + 0.08 9.70
12 x 6.10 2.7 30.40 + 0.28 33.75 + 0.15 —
14.5 20.89 + 0.23 22.60 + 0.20 21.70
Table 2.
Comparison of calculated efficiencies by two different codes for 
an NE-213 scintillator, bias threshold = 0 keV and neutron inci­
dence perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
Scintillator Neutron TAYRA 05S
dimensions energy code code,
cm MeV % %
5.419 x 9.174 2.39 48.12 + 0.35 49.1
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Fig,1, Geometrical arrangements that can be simulated











Fig,2, Comparison with experimental data. Parallel neutron 
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Fig»3. Comparison of TAYRA calculations with other predictions:
(a) 05 modifieds (p) 05S code. Parallel neutron incidence to the
cylinder axis.
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Fig.4, Efficiency curve fitted by expression (33). 
Perpend Ocular neutron incidence to the cylinder axis. 
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C RFACCION C 1 2 ( N , A L E A ) B E 9
2 2 A CALL A L P " AN Cp)
GO TO 270c TNTE RACCJ0 N JNE LAST: CA C0 N e l c a r b0n0
2 2 3  ENESe n E - 4 . 4
TECENE-EM 1 ) 3 7 0 , 2 2 A » 2 2 4
224 CALL P R O B A U n E)
RG8R G * 1 .
GO TO 190
C JNTERACCJON NP
230 R M 2 e 1
С - . - - - Т Н Е  SUBROUTINE COSE 0 COMPUTES THE NEW D I R .  COSINES Of THE SCA-  
C TTERED N C U T « 0 N ALE« BET AND GAM.
CALL COSENOCSI TA. A L p , BET, GAM)
CALL H I DR< EN e , S i T A , p )
4 H » R M ♦ 1 
GO TO 2 7 0
C INTERACCI ON e L A S T I C a DEL CAPBONO
2 40 PM2=12
CALL C03FNO< s I T A , A L r , BET , GAM)
CALL E L A C ( E N £ , S l T A , ; . )
R C 8 R C *  1 .
C - « ------IE THE L I G H l  PULSE j S > THRESHOLD. THE NEUTRON IS COUNTED,  IE I T  ISc not  t h i s  p u l s e  i s  Ac c u m u l a t e d  i n  xl  i n  o r d e r  to be  a d d e d  w i t h  o t h e r  c PULSES p r o d u c e d  f or  t he  SAME NEUTRON d u r i n g  i t s  " H I S T O R Y -  
270 I E ( P - U M B R A L H 2 0 , 3 6 0 , 3 6 0  
120 X L 8 X L ♦ P
C - . - „ - T h E I« I  S to 4 Y o f  Tl (e . £ U T R о N IS Eo U o wED U N T I L  I t i s  ABSORBED 
C ESCAPED,  Or I TS E N E л g Y IS D I M j n U I S H E d TO 20 XEV
IE « E N E - E M I ) З70, 2 P 0 ’ 2P0 
290 R1 0=RANDOM( < S )
c - » — t h e  new p o s i t i o n  c x , y , z > oe t h e  n e u t r o n  i s  c o m p a r e d  w i t h  T he 
c - . - . - S C I N T I L L A T O R  DIMENSj ONSR08-ALAMDA<tNE)«*ALOy<Rio)
23 -
MAIN DAt £ » 7 9 1 5 0  1 1 / 1 6 / 2 7
X « X  + <R0* AI F  >
V» Y«.(R0*RET>
Z » Z * ( R 0 * r , A M )
i r ( A E S ( Z ) " B > 3 l 0 , 3 1 0 , 3 7 0
3 1 0  R A 0 c S 0 R T ( X * * 2 + Y * * 2 >
t F ( » A D “ A ) 3 4 ü , 3 A o > 3 7 0
ЗАО I F ( X l - U ^ B R  AL)  1 9 j  , 36 , 3óO 
C R E А С С 10 N C12 < N , 3 ACP l A)
C T H I S  R E A C T I O N  ES O N l Y T A K E N  I N T O  A C C O U N T  IF T HE  T H O E S H O C O  IS
C IS G R A T E R  T H A N  0 . 2 2
3 6 2  I F < U M B R A l » 0 * 2 2 > 3 7 0 » 3 6 0 , 3 6 0  
3 6 0  X Lв 0
R N D s R N O M .
С - В - Ч - 1 N RI ARE ACuMULAf E- ,  THE FOLLOWED NEUTRONS,  AND IN RND WHICH OF
c t h e m  w e r e  d e t e c t e d , r n  i s  n u m e e r  o f  s e l e c t e d  h i s t i r i e s
3 7 о R I ■ RI ♦ 1 •
I F < R I - R N ) 1 A O , 3 9 0 ' 3 9 0
3 9 0  EF I C = R ND / R N* 1 0 0 . ♦ . O r o 1
E R * l O O . * S O R r  ( R N 5 ) / R n' D * . 0 0 001  
RC»RC/RN * 1 0 0 . * . 0 0 0 1  
R H » R H / R N * 1 0 0 > . 0 0 0 1  
RGBRG/RN*1 0 0 . ♦ . 0 0 0  1 
R E« R E / R N* 1 0 0 . ♦  . 0001 
U R I T E < 6 , 8 0 6 > R H  
UR I T E ( 6 , 8 0 7  > RC 
U R l T E < 6 , 8 0 8 ) RG 
U R I T E < 6 , 8 0 9 ) R E  
W R I T E ( 6 , 8 1 1 ) EF I C 
U R l T E ( 6 , 8 1 2 >  ER 
U R I T E ( 6 , 9 0 2 )в о е  f o r m a t < 5 X , » S c i n t i l l a t o r  r a o i u s ( C m > » , f 7 . 3 , i o x » * h a l f - h e i g h t c c m > * » F 7 .
1 3 / / )
8 0 2  » o R f ' A T i e X ,  » n u m b e r  h i s t o r i e s » , F e . o / / >
803  FOR' Ia H j X,  * CUT-OFF ENERGY (MEV)  F7 . 3 , 1 ut, • ENERGETIC THRESHOLO(MEV)  
2 * , F 7 . 3 / / I
8 0 s  f o r m a t c s x , • i n i t i a l  e n e r g y < m e v > » , f ? .2 / / >
в о л  f q R u a t i s x , '* e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g  c n  h y d r o g e n » , F 8 . 2/ / >
8 0 7  F 0 R " A T < 5 X , » X  E L A S T I C  S C A T T E R I N G  ON  C A R B O N » , F 8 . 2 / / >
8 0 8  FORf’ ATCSX,  ' X  I N E L A S T I C  SCATTERING ON CARSON'  , F 8 . 2  /  /  )
8 0 9  F 0 R M A T < 5 X , » X ESCAPE" NEUTRON S » , F 8 . 2 / / >
811 F 0 R " A T ( 5 X , » X  E FF I  С I S N C Y ’ , F 8 . 2 / >
8 1 2  F o R M A T ( 5 X , *  X £ R R O r ' , F 8 . 2 / / / / )
9 0 0  FORMATCSF10- 0)
901 F0Rf 'AT<5X , » CODEsI  0-} 2 I F  THE I NCI DENCE IS PERP.OR P A R A L . '  . f 5 . 2 /  /  >
9 0 2  FORt’ A T t S X ,  --- --------- , 20X , ' -------------------------------- * --------------' / / / / )
GO TO A 05
END
24 -
С А Ч 3 DATE з 79I 5O 1 1 / 1 6 / 2 ?
S U B R O U T I N E  C A R G C
C - - - - - C A R G  P R O V I D E S  T H E  C {O S 5  S E C T I O N S  FOR T H E  E V E N T S  C O N S O 0 I R E 0 C S E M : A R E  T H E  C R O S S  S E C T I O N  F OR  T H E  E L A S T I C  E V E N T S  IN T H E
C E N E R G E R I C  R A n G E ( 0 > O ^ . O . O i> > 4 e v  W I T H  I N T E R V A L S . 0 1 M E V
C S E i A R E  T H E  CrOSS SEcT i O\, F OR  A L L  T i t  E V E N T S  IN T H E  E N E R G E T I C
C R A N G E  < 0 . 1 , 1 5 > ‘1 E V ,11 T И I N T c R V A L = 0.1 > .
С Т А П Г  A N D  T A B  А Р -  T H P R O B A B I L I T I E S .c C A R G  A L S O  P R O V I D E S  T H F  A N G U l AR D I S T R I B U T I O N S  TO C O N S I D E R  THEc a n i s o t r o p y  i n  the Co l l i s i o n s  n- c а - о the angular  d i s t r i b u t i o n  
c OF T H E  OUTGOING A L P 4 A - P A R T K L E  i n  the R E A C T I O N  C l 2 < N , A L P M A > B r 9 .
С n L < I > T A B U L A T E D  D A T A  o f  L I G H T  O u T P u T  IN T H E  E N E R G Y  R A N G E  F R O H  20
C TO 2 0 0  К E V
C 0 M f'ON / LI L / S e EV ( 5 > # S E H < i 6 í 2 T | T A B M ( ^ 6 , 2 )
C O M T ' O N / A N I / t N E - f ?r. < A 2 ) f A D C 2 1 , A 2 > . A D N < 2 1 >C 0 ” f*0 N P R 0 B 1 s 5 , T A 0 ( 2 0 0 ( 5 ) , S E < 2 0 0 , 5 )
C O M M O N  / JT'/HN , RH C . A , ij, G 
C O " M O N / ALPHa /A0A<2 i )
C O M I ' O N / L I G H l  / 0 L C 1 0 >
N C P = 5 ■|RE = 1 5 0
r f a d c s , 1 3 ) (Ol c i >. i = i , 1 0  >
R E A D ( 5 i 6) ( < Ь p M < j ,1) ,J»1 ,8) .1 = 1 .2) 
R E A 0 ( 5 . 4 M < S e ( J , I ) » J « 1 . N R E ) . I « i . N C P >
RE A 0 ( 5 . 7 ) ( P E ( I ),1 = 1, G 2 >
R E A D ( 5 .8  ) ( ( A n ( J , D  .J = 1 ,21) .1 = 1 .42)
R E AD ( 5 ,9 ) С A O a < I > , I = 1 ,21)
R E A D ( 5 . 1 4 ) H N , R H C . A , a , G  
DO  1 J = 1 , N R fc
1 T A B < J , 1 ) = S E < J . 1 ) / < S e ( j , i > * < S E ( J . 2 > * S E ( J , 3 ) * S E ( J . 4 ) * S E ( J . 5 > > / R H C )  
DO 3 1 = 2 , N C H
00 2 J = 1 . N R t
2 T A B ( j , | ) s S E < J , I > / < R m C * S E ( J , 1 > * S E < J , 2 > * S E < J , 3 > + S E < J , Í > * S E ( J , S > >
3 c o n t i n u e
DO 21 J = 1 . 8
T ABI! < j , 1 ) = S t M <  J , 1 ) / < S E M <  J , 1 ) + S E M <  J , 2) / R H C  )
21 T A B U < J , 2 ) = S B M < J , 2 ) / < R H C * S E M < J , 1 ) * S E M ( J , 2 ) >
It F O R M A T  ( 1 0 E 8 • 0)
6 F O R M A T (8F10 • 0)
7 F 0 R M A T ( 1 6 F 5 - 0 )
R F O R M A T < 7 F 1 0 • 0>
9 F O R M A T < 7 F 1 0 • 0)
11 F O R M A T ( 1 0 F 7 - 0 >
1G F O R M A T C 5 F 1 0 - 0 )
R E T U R N
E ND
25
PRÓBA DATE * 7 91 5 0 1 1 / 1 0 / Е Г
SUBROUTINE P r OBA(E)
с - и - ч - p r o b a c h o o s e s  t h e  P r o b a b i l i t i e s  f o r  t h e  n e u t r o n  e n e r g y  c o n s i d e r e dc AND THESB ONE S ARE S T O R A G E O  E n THE B LA N K COMMON.
common/LiL/seem<5) »semi^. г> #tabm<i*,2>
C O M M O N  P R O B <5 ) , T A B <200,5>C O M M O N / J M / H N ,R H C , а ,в ,о 
I T < E - 0 .1>1 * 2 , 2  
г  00 2 o i  = i , 5
го p r o b < i > « t a b < i f i x < e * 1 0 . * ,5 o o i > » i >GO TO 3 
1 DO 21 1= 1 * 2г 1 p r o b ( i ) » t a b m ( i p i x < < E " 0 , O i > * i o o « + *5 o ö 1 » * i *P R 0 B ( 3 ) = 0  
P RO B  <4> b 0 P R O B ( j ) b O 5 C O N T I N U E






SUBROUTINE C 0 S E N 0 < S | T A , A l F , B E T , G A M )
COMMON/AN X / E n E,  P E U 2 > , AO <21 . 42 > * AON <21 >
- « - » - C O S E N O  COMPUTES THE CENTER Op MASS COSINE OF POLAR SCATTERING
ANGLE ( S l T A >  IN ВОТц CASESI  I SOTROPI C AND ANI SOTROPI C SCATTERI NG,  
AND USES I T  TO CALCULATE THE NEW DI RECT I ON COSj n ES INTHE l ABORA-
C TORY SYSTEM.
C OM f O N / H I L D A / R M 1 , RMg 
COMMON/SEMI / KS 
I F ( R M 2 - 1 2 . ) 1 o » 1 1 »11 
10 Rj *RANDOM<KS)
S I T A= < г . * R 5 > - 1 . 0 0 0 0 1  
CO TO 14
^  R1 2«RAND0M(KS>
I F < ENE . GE . 1 0 . 8 9 ) GO TO 16
00 1 J = 1 , 41
D = < C P E < J > * P E < J * 1 > > > / 2 . - P E < J >
IF <PE <J > . I E • <EN e + D ) ,GO TO 15 
I P < ( E N E + D ) . I T . P E (1 > > GO TO 10
15 I P < <ENE*D)  . L T .P E <J + 1 ) ) GO  TO 12 
1 CONTINUE
12 L = J
GO TO 17
16 L г  4 2
17 00 13 1 = 1 , 2 1
13  A D N ( I ) ■ ( A D < I , L > ) / 1 . 6 7 1 1 8  
S A«o
DO 40 К = 1#21 
S A = A D N ( К > + S A 
I F ( R 1 2 - S A > 2 1 , 2 1 , 4 0  
4o CONTINUE
21 И s К
22 S I T A = P L 0 A T ( M - 1 1 > / 1 0 .
14 R8=RAND0M<KS)
XsR8 - 0 . 5
S S l T A e S E G N ( X ) * S Q R T < i . « S I T A * * 2 >
6 R6=RAND0M(KS)
X*R6R7=RAND0M(XS)
V » ( 2 . * R 7 > - 1  •
0 = X * * 2 * Y * * 2  
I F  <Q-1 .> 5 , 5  < 6 
5 C P H I = < C Y * * 2 > - ( X * * 2 > j / Q  
S P H I = ( 2 . * X * Y ) / 0  
RpxRANDOM < KS)
Xa R 9 - 0 .5
A = SEGN<X>‘ SORT <1 . + 2 , * R M 2 * S I T A 6 < R M 2 * * 2  > >
C C H I = < 1 , + R M 2 * S I T A ) / a 
SCH l = < R M 2 * S s l T A ) / A  
B»1 . - G A M * * 21 P < В ) 7,8,7
7 R11=RAND0M(KS>
X«R11 - 0 . 5
BB= SEGN( X> * SoRT( B>
A L F = A L F * C C H I + ( G A M * A L p * s C H I * C P H I - B E T * S C H I * S P H l ) / B e  
B E T = B E T * C C H I * ( G a M * B e T * S C H I * C P H I + A L F * S C H I * S P H I ) / B S  
G A M s G A M * C C H l - B B * S C H j * C p H I  
GO TO 9
COSE NO DATE • 1 50 11/14/27
27 -
8 A l * = S C H I * C p H l
COSENO DATE *  7 9 1 5 0 1 1 / 1 6 / 2 7








Hton OATE « 791S0 11/14/27
S U B R O U T I N E  H i d R ( E N E , S ! T A , P )
И I D R  C O M P U T E S  T H E  E'jRGIES OF T H E  S C A T T E R d N E U T R O N  A N D  T H E  R E C O I L  P R O T O N  W H E N  T H E  E L A 5 T I C  S C A T T E R I N G  W j T H  H Y D R O G E N  T A K E S  P L A C E ,
A N D  A L S O  C O M P U T E S  Т ц Е L I G H T  O U T P U T  D U E  TO T H E  R E C O I L  P R O T O N ,
C O M M O N / L I G H l / O L ( 1 0 >
E P R » E N E * < 1 , 0 - S I T A ) / 2 . 0  
E N E = F N E * ( 1 , 0 * S I T A > / 2 . 0  
IF ( E P R - O . 0 2 > 5 , 6 , 6
5 P = 0 . 0 0 0 0 1  GO TO U
6 I F < E P R - 0 - 2 > 2 , 2 . 3г PhOl<ifik((Cepr+.o1)/2,>*ioo,)>GO T O  U 
3 T i a . P 5 * E P R
г г » - . i * e y p < . r * a l o g < e p r >)
T 3 = - 8 . * < 1 , - E X P < T 2 ) >
P s T i + T 3
U C O N T I N U E  R E T U R N  
E N D
29 -
ELAC DATE « 7 9 1 5 0  1 1 / 1 6 / 2 7
c_ , _ „ _ e i . ac c o m p u t e s  t h e  s a me as  h j d r  i n  t h e  c a s e  of  e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g
C Ul TH CARBON.
SUBROUTINE E l A C < E N E , S I T A , p >
E С в 0 . 1 í , 2 * ENE* <1  , - S l T A )
ENEe FNE-EC




ALPHA* Oa t s  *  7 9 1 5 0  1 1 / 1 0 / 2 7
SUBROUTINE A L PHa N<P)c — — a l p m a n  c o m p u t e s  t h g e n e r g *  a n o  t h e  l i g h t  p u l s e  os  t h e  a l p h a  c p a r t i c l e  and  of t h e  b e r j l i O whe n  t h e  r e a c t i o n  e i 2< N , a l p h a i b e ?
C TAKES PLACES,
C
COMf ' ON/ ALPHA/ A0A( 21  )
c o m m o n / a n i / e n e
R 1 3 b RAN00M( K s >
SB»0
00 1 1* 1,21 S 8 * A 0 A ( I ) / 1 2 7 . A 6 * S B
! F ( R l 3 - S B > 2 ' 2 r 1
1 CONTINUE
2 Ms I
S I T A= F LOAT( M - 1 1 ) / 1 0 ,
0 » 5 , 7  1
Fs ENE.O
A *0 , 0 S 3 2 5 * ( E N E / F )
B « 0 . 0 2 3 6 7 * < e NE/ F>
C « 0 . 2 e 4 0 2 * < 1 . - < 0 / < l 2 . * F > > >
O s 0 . 6 3 9 0 5 * < 1 . - < Q / < 1 2 . * F > > )
W R I T E ( 6 , 4  > E N E ( A, C, f 
4 FORMATC 5 X, ' En E - A - C - F ' , 4 F 1 0 , 4 )
C « 2 , * S 0 R T  ( A * C >
E A l = F *  <B + D + G * S I T A )
EBE*  F*  ( A + C - G * S I T A >
Pa L * 0 . 0 4 6 * E A l * 0 . 0 0 7 * ( E A L * * , 2>





Random  d a t e  « ?<>150 1 1 / 1 6 / 2 ?
FUNCTION RANdOM( KS)
RANDOMCCOMPUTES RANDOM NUMBERS UNIFORMLY DI STRI BUTED BETWEN<0 »1}
I Y . K S * 6 5 5 39
I F < I Y > 5 , 6 , 6
I Y = I Y + 2 1 4 7 ^ 6 3 4 6 7 + 1
Y F L ■ I  Y
R A N O O M e Y F L * - A 6 5 6 6 l 3 e - 9




Sí ON DATE « 791 SO
F U N C T I O N  SE<*N(X)
C - » - - - s e GN IS O N l T TO P R O y l O E  A S I O N  <♦ 0 *  -» 19 T H E  A R G U M E N T  
C IS N E G A T I V E  O R  P O S I T I V E .
1F(X)1 о < 20 « ?010 S E G f J * 1.
R E T U R N  
2 0 S E 0 N ■ * 1 .
R E T U R N
E N D
1 1 / 1 4 / 2 7
33 -
a U mda  o a t e  *  7 ’ i s o  и п ь / п
FUNCTION AlAhOAiENE)
С - я - « - Д 1_АППА c o m p u t e s  t h e  m e a n  f r e e  PATH O f t h e  n e u t r o n  
COMMON/LI I/S e e m  (5 ) , S E M ( 1 6 , 2 > , T A 8 M < 1 6 ,2>
C O M M O N / J M / H N . R M C . a ,b ,G
COMMON P R O B < 5 > . T A B < 2 0 0 , 3 ) , S E < 2 0 0 r 5 > » S E E < 5 >
CALL P R 0 B A ( E n E>
I F  (ENE“ 0 , 0 ' F ) 2 í( , 2 3 , 2 3  
23 00 22 1-1,5
22 S E E < I > . S E C I E i X < E N E *10, * 0 . 5 o O 1 > ' J >
A L A M D A - 1 . / < H N* < s E E <1> * ( S E E < 2 > * S E E < 3 > * S E E ( A > * S E E < 3 > ) / R H C > >  
CO TO 25 
2А "О 21 1*1*2
21 SEEn<I>«=SEM<lFlX(<E-iE-.oi>*100**-s001>*I> 






O U T  F O R  S A M P L E  P R O B L E M

37
C0DE=1 Or 2 I F  THE I NCI DENCE I S PE r P . O r PÁRÁÉ.  2 . 0 0  
SCI NT I L L A T OR  RAr i US<CM)  6 . 0 0 0  * HAl F - H E I6HT<CM> 3 . О5О
NUMBER o f  H I STORI ES A o OCO.
CUT-OFF ENERQV(Me V)  0 . 0 2 0  ENERGETIC THRESHOLD(MEV)
I N I T I A L  ENERGYCMEV) 2 . 7 0
X ELf t STI C SCATTERING ON HYDROGEN A 5 .2 6
X ELASTI C SCATTERING on CARBOn 2 5 . 6 8
X I N E l A S T i C SCATTERING °N CAKb On 0 . qo
X ESCAPED NEUTRONS 3 3 . 0 5
X EFF I C I EN CY  3 0 • AO 
X ERRo R 0 . 9 1
— __ *----- -- ---------
I N I T I A L  ENERg Y ( m e v ) 1 A .5  0 
x e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g  on h y d r o g e n  20.27 
x e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g  on c a r b o n  18.77 
x i n e l a s t i c  s c a t t e r i n g  on c a « b o n  о . оз 
X ESCApED NEUT R0 NS S 6 . 9 7  
X E FF I C I EN CY  2 0 . 8 9
\
0 . 900
X ERROR 1 . 09
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